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ABSTRACT.

The growth of4the planning function of government raises the ques-

tion of hour planning can be accomplished by democratic means. A new

technological device--the teaching computer--seems to be ideally suited

for dis ussions betyeen "experts" and the public on issues of medium

and 1 -:range planning. The teaching computer can be thought of as a

mass communications system with feedback.

A
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POSSIBLY A NEW FUNCTION OF GOVERNMENT

In the past two to five years there has been a marked increase in

long-range planning activity in the United States and many other nations.

iIral developments - -the establishment of new institutes, the founding

of new joprnals, and tbe, sharp increase in the number of books concerned

with the future--attest to the emergencebf a new field of activity in

IP
many institutions andparticUlarly-in industry, g*rnment, and univer-

-:

sities.

Most leaders have had a group of advisers, sometimes given a special

name like "Brain Trust," which served as, auxiliary

feet or,whatever to the, chief executive. However,

seems to be presently undergoing a transformation.

eyes, ears, brains,

the *advisory function
N\

Not Only are increased

efforts being made to discern possible future dangers and ,opportunities,

there is also growing interest in social indicators, which would supple-

ment existing economic indicators. 'Olson [1] has explained that social

indicators would give us measures for the quality of life in additionl

to measures of quantity of output, such as the gross'n'ational product,

and total steel production. Better information about where we are now

and how well our present programs are working would presumably help us

in deciding where ,ant to-go and what actions are required to get up

there.

Policy Principles Needed to Coordinate Programs

The demand for changes in existing administrative procedures is in

:part the result of a need to coordinate the large number'of federal

programs now oi% the books. Between 1960 and L968 the,number of fe ral
4



'domestic programs in the United States increased from 45' to.435, accord-

ing to Daniel P.'Moynihan [2], thearesident's adviser on urban affairs.

One attempt

2

to bring coordination to these programs was reported in
. ° I

The New Yo k Times on October 29, 1969 by Robert B. Semple, Jr.' [3].

. Mr. Nixon has been urged not only to give Mr. Moynihan

der jurisdiction but to giye his current apparatus a deeper

/staff and a broad mandate td design an overall "Urban strate-

gy" and to measure all 'new prograM proposals that flow from

government agencies against this strategy. There is no group .

0

in the White House--and there never has been--that performs

this function ona centinuingbasis.

Man* people are becoming concerned that our efforts to build

betterlsociety do not seem to be producing desirable results.

exa4le, Richard Goodwin 14] has said,

, . . Take New York City $;) any big city. If you ask 'ho

'decided that this is the way people. are misupposed to live, the

,answer is, "Nobody." If you took the 220 most powerful people

in New York or Boston and put them in a room. and tried to find

out if any of them had decided that this is the way people

I.

ought to live, you'd find that none of them had--orat least
0

weren't aware they had. So where are the villains? The

villain is the set of values and the structure. That's why

I think Marxism is not relevant, because Marxism is based on

some kind of-exploitation qf man by man, and we're now fabing

/
the problem of the exploitation of men by the sOciety they

_

/ built.

1
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Moynihan [2] has written, "The federal establishment must develop

a much heightened sensitivity to its 'hidden' urban policies." He con-

tends that few officials:habitually displaY such sensitivity.

They are, to their minds, simply building highways, guaran-
Ara

teeing mortgages, advancing agriculture. or whatever. No one

41a4kmade clear to them that they are simultaneously redistri-
1 .

buting employment opportunities, segregating or desegregating

neighborhoods, depopulating the countryside and filling)up

slums, etc.: all these things.as second and third order con-

sequences of nominally unrelated programs.

The effort to deal With interrelate problems is increasing the

planning activity in the United States. If, indeed, a new funation of

government is emerging, the long -term survival of a national commitment

to planning will require public support for this activity. A basic
J

assumption of the American systemof government is that the best means

for achieving ldng-term public support for decision- making procedures

is o involve the public in the decision-m ing process.

The preceding discussion raises at least'wo very important ques-

tions. 4

1. Does the growth in the planning activity of government require
_

new forms of communication between the public and government

planting personnel, if a democratic' form of government is,

be maintained?,

2. Through what'communications media and institutional structures

can the members of a community or aination discuss and decide
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how they,want to live, assuming that it is not possible to

get everyone together in a.single room at the same time?

How Things Are Done Now
\"1

A review of the existing meciodologies for publid disCUssion would

seem to be instructive.'

1. The,essa-medhodology is used by professors and government offi-

cials for communicating with each other. The essays may be published in

journals or gover1ment reports, but they rarely reach a large-part of

the population.

2. The cOfmnit a asa
\
means of communication involves much redun-

dancy and frequently more / emotion than information. Certainly-emotion

is an important indicator of intensity of feelin4. the point is that

the committee, however useful /for purposes such s face to face confronts-
*.

.,,,,

tion, idlnot well suited.eo exchanging the greatest, amount ofkOmewhat
-0

. .. N ,

Abstract information in
X
the shortest amount of time for eace'perSon

,

involved.

3. Mass rallies are iMortant.for offering the opportunity. to express

.or renew an emotional- commitment. Very little information is exchanged.

The rally a better suited to solidify, attitudes than tb change them.

4. Radio talk shows seem to be most useful immediately after a

domestic disturbance such as atc4y-wide strike. In ,times of relative

domestic tranquilitythey tend to be'banal and'- irrelevant to the con-
.

cernstpf the, majority of listeners.

5. Town meetings with questions from the floor have frequently been

'praised as the ideal form of government, though an impractical one in
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a mass society. 'Town meetings have other disadvantages, however. They

are frequently boring and time-consuming and ar' subject to disruption.

The level of discussion tends to be geared low, and visual aids are

rarely usFd.

6. Administrative action'tempered by lobbyists such as Ralph Nader

permits some but not Very extensive public participation. Those who are

concerned would probably like to be more involved if a means for greater

participation existed.

7. In regard to mass media news reports, 'television and radio are

evanescent. The viewer or listener has no opportunity to go back and

examine the logical argument or to check a point he missed while his mind--

was diverted by an earlier remark. Newspapers, particularly in the

United States, concentrate on day-to-day events rather than on analysis

and criticism of performance over time.

8. Congress is well\ suited to legislating programs,_but it does

not at present systematically review the success or failufe of the pro-

grams which it enacts. Also, Congress in its current form is not organized

to coordinate federal programs. The vast majority of Congressional

activity takes place in committees which have specialized interests.

9. Films and phonograph records _are usually thOught of as_cuatural

or entertainment media. But their use as vehicles for political messages

has been growing; not incidentally becuse they are the mediaost

accessible to young people. 1

Moynihan [2] has,noted that efforte,to involve citizens in the

planning process at the local level have not had the meas.te of success

which was hoped for. One reason might be that these has been no way

10



both to inform and to poll the public at a reasonable cost in tetras of

the time required from administrative personnel.

Additional criteria for _a good communications system for discussing

ideas are that rt should' be free of boredom, transmit information with

little distottion, provide the opportunity to ask questions, and require

that background information is Understood before an opinion is given".

,A NEW MEDIUM FOR COMMUNICATION.

I have now asseited that the policy-making processes of major insti-

' tutiohs are entering a period of major change and that the dvernmental

institutions are changing in a way which raises issues regarding desir-

able forms of government. I will. nOW'try taLlInLhDw-a new medium for

mess communications offers the possibility of increasing the level of

citizen information and participation in' the formulation of long-range

public policy.

The Metamorphosis of the "Teaching Computer"

This new medium for communication has existed in rudimentary form

for about ten years. However, the realization of the full range of its;_

implications as a possible tool of the democratic process has been

limited by its semantic coding. We have been palling it a,"teaching

computer." Computer-based education equipment has been', compared to

,the printing press in terms of its importance for eduCation. However,-

:the teaching computer might also be usefully compared to radio and

television. Radio and television are technologidi fot communicating

(



transient verbal and visual information from a central source out to a

lgxge population.
4
A teaching computer not only sends inforMation frdm

the center to the periphery, it also brings information back from the\

individual user t'ethe central source. Thus the teaching comput is

a cothmunications system with feedback. Graphic and pictorial informa-

tion (and in the near future prestored audio messages) are presented

to the.individual user at a xate which he controls with his keyse
'

teaching computer could be psAd by planning:personnel to resent policy

alternatives, as they see them, to the public. Back ound.information

wouldbe available upon. the request of the person using the "computer..

based explofation of alternative futures." e probable consequences

of each alternative could' also be a par tf the programmed-material).)

During the course of the exploratio each individual, would indicate his

opinion of the desirability of ach alternative or'could be asked to

rank. them in order of pref- ence. As he explored the alternatives;

background information,/ and probable consequences, the explorer" would

be able to use a "comment mode" to suggest (a) additional'alternatives,"

(b) inadequacies in the background information provided; or (c) his own

judgments abdm the probable conAeqUenvs of an alternative action.

Preliminar Work' i. Now Underwa
oN

An eldMentary:ver on of a "computer -based exploration of alterna7

tive futureb" is already in operation at the uter-based Education

Research Laboratory op the University of Illinois campus. The details

12
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have been explained by Umpleby [5]. This "exploration" was originally

0
proposed by Professor Charles E. Osgood [6] as a device for education

". and social science research. It is now regarded as the forerunner of
41

'citizen sampling simulations," which would-use the physical equipment
0

of the teaching computer to exchal:ge information and opinions between

experts and a cross=section of the public. The medium and long ange

consequences of alternative courses of action would be "simulated" and

I
responses obtained from a "sample" of the population. The results,

wl?ich would.ind4ate what the public considers to be desirable or
.

14ndesirable policies, would then be submitted to planninTpersonnel for

their consiftrgtion. The first experiment, using a local environmental

issue, is noW being conducted by Valerie LamOnt.[71:

The distribution of computer_ based education equipment to grade-
...,

schools,'high schools, and colleges will probably become widespread

during the next two decades. The existence of this equipment will bring

about the possibility of conducting citizen sampling simulations on

the Same equipment.- Facilities which are used by children during the
46,

day for education could be Jed by the parents inthe,evenings both to
- e.

-learn about existing social, conditions and future possibilities and to

indicate to planning groups their views on goals and priorities.
.11

qorriPuter-baped cielzep participation in planning will, therefore, be

poscibleeven before hOme cOmputer.terminals become widely available.

I

However, there is no reason why'these simulatiOns should follow'

computer-base4 education. Public pattitipation in the formation of

local or. national policy could'in aew years come to be considered very

13
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desirable. It is also possible that resistance to computer-based educa-

tion will delay its widespread implementation. If these situations were

to develop, the necessary physical equipment could be constructed for

purposes of public discussion of policy alternatives. Regardless of

which comes first on a large scale or which is considered most important,

a discussion of the economic viability of either computer-bAsed-educa-
J

tion or citizen sampling simulations is incomplete unless all'-possible

use's of the equipment are considered.

A Comparison' with Other Proposals

Isthe idea of citizen sampling simulations really something new?

LC In order to answer this-question it is useful.to list the basic elements

involved in the ijdea.
4#41k

A. The physical equipment which is used is the teaching computer.

This device can be thought of as a new mediunrof mass communica-

tions. It is a communications system with feedback.

B. This new communications medium could be used to permit citizen

1

involvement 4'the.44rmulation of public policy.
.

C. ,The formulation of Ion -ran e :oals nd ex licit olic rin

:ciples to guide the evaluation and coordination of programs

might be considered a new function.of government.

Citizen sampling simulations are thus defined as the use-of teaching

computers for involving the public, not in day -to -day decision- making

but in the formulation of policy principles. How does this idea differ
L

from other social innovations now being developed? The work with which

I am familiar can be listed as follows:

14
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1, The Institute for Policy Stildies [8] in Wfthing , b. C. is

using simulaticas of'social situations to involve particular groups of

the population in thinking about planning. Teaching computers are -not

used (B and C, not A): (The leitters A,, B, and C refer to the three main

elemerits OVOle idea of citizen sampling simulations, wilich Were outlined

above.)

2. *Most people who are developing the idea of computer-based eddca-.

elan are primarily concerned with teaching material very similar to what

is now taught in classrooms. A few simulations are being done, but, as

far as Iknow, no one as suggested using teaching computers to involve

large' portions of the public, in discussions of public policy for purposes

of government rather than education (A and B, not C).
h.

3. The suggestion has been made many times in recent years that

A

computers offer the opp rtunity for people to vote on specific issues

rather than simply on candidates and an occasional bond issue. $.40This is

essentially a proposal for transforming representative democracy into

.160

diredt democracy (B, and ,A perhaps; but not C).

liblitical games and'*illalations such as Harold-GuetzkOw's Inter-.

national Simulation [9] and Ithiel de S a'Pool's simulation of public

attitudes
\
during the 1960 presidential lection:[10] are becoming

increasingly popular. However, neithelrjof thege simulations used a
..,L

teaching computer and neither was intend involve a representative

sample of the populatian.in,the d iscussion o present policy alternatives

k

*(not really A, B, or C)..

15
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5. The activity which most closely 4ProaChes the idea of citizen

sampling siMulations is the television program The Advocates on educa-

tionai television on Sunday eveningS. The program obtains feedback from
,,,

it. viewer's t1 ough the telephone system and the mail (B, and perhaps

C, b nqt A)

A.comb nitiLon of media, such as television, telephones, and the

mail, is more awkward for the user than a single medium--such as the

teaching-comiLter. The high cost in terms of a person's -.time and energy

is reflected inthe less than,100 percent responses by people using the

combination of media. The teaching computer can record and sort all

responses from all its users.

There are two principal advantages to having computer-based citizen

-sampling simulations in addition to debates or testimony on television:

First, the point was made earlier that televisi nc is by nature evanescent..

A mere general statement is that each communications system land's itself

to the transmission of a particular type of information. ,With a teach-

ing computer thevstudent or citizen controls the rate at whicio.informa-

tion is presented to him. He need never be either bored or lost. If

he is familiar with the information being presented, he can jump ahead..

. If he does not understand a,particular point, he can ask for additional

information. Thus the eeachingcomputer is very well'suited for pre-

senting logically complex Material to people at different stagei of

familiar ity with the issues.

Second,'a citize n'sampling simulation requires a model of. the social

processes involved-in the situation being discussed in'order to be able,
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to predict the consequences of alternative actions. The'need for an

operating model requires experts to state explicitly their notions about

how the world works. The ideas held by different people ahout the

o,probable consequences of actions can then be compared.

NECESSARY CONSIDERATIONS DURING PRELIMINARY TESTING

Regardless of the need for more deliberate

a, careful look at the feasibility of &itlzen s4m ling simulations is

g-range policy-making,

required. In addition, research projects with probable large-scale

social consequences must include some consideration of regulation ip

the public interest.

Economic, Social, and`Political Feasibility

1. Pbme idea of the economic feasibility of citizen sampling

simuktians can be obtained from estimates by Bitzer and Skaperdas [11]

of the cost of a large-s-cale computer-based education spteak. Bitzer

estimates t the Cost of instruction on PLATOIV will bess than

fifty cents per-hour per student. This figure should apply to either

1

C.

educational- or governmental use.

2. , The social feasibility of the idea could be tested inK,..a small-

city such as Champaign - Urbana, or perhaps an even smaller community

such as the University of.Illinois. Questions that would have to be

answered include the following: Will people turn out to "play the game"?

How much difficulty will they have understanding and dealing with the

rather complex issues? How quickly will they be ablelto adapt to using

17
E.
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the teaching compliter.? What problems are encountered in trying to obtain

a representative sampleV the population?

Do planners find the data collected to be useful? Are the problems -

chosen- for,presentation redefined as the result of feedback from the:,

public?

Are the attitudes of-the'OblicAimatters o,f policy changed as the"
esult of exploring alternatives? Do participants change their,opiniot46

about they/community, local-government, planning, and the judgMenNOf

their fellow citizens? Do people feel that the decisions which are made

after the datarfrom the'explo;ation_hp been considered, are more in

keeping with' theii own desires?'
1,,

Do people get inforMtion through cj.tizen iampling simulatiohs which
4

they would not see otherwise? How much information do people generally

look at before making a decision? Is the information presented in more

understandable or more useful form than through existing'media of communi-

cation? Is information presented in a more' interesting and enjoyable

form than is possible at present? Do other forms of politicaI.participa-
.

tion increase as a result of citizen sampling simulations? .

3. Citizen sampling simulations will 'also have to be accepted by

present-day dogition-makers. 'Their response will-be influencedby how

ttleylbelieve it will affect the conduct of their jobs, Irow they believe'

(-1

the public will react to it, and whether they think it would be in the

public interest. ,
-

'There is reason to doubt that some existing institutions are really

,

tinterested in eliciting public desires, Some political leaders are.more

concerned, with conducting public relations with the masses. However,

318
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there are two reasons why political leaders may not actively oppose

this new medium. Firgt, introduction of the equipment will, take place

over a period of several yqars." Second, the idea of a communications

system which permits the easy flow ofjnformation and opinions in both

directions-has an appearance of lack of bias which makes it difficult

to argue against in abstract form. Nevertheless,, arguments about-
,

control of the medium and the wording of specific programs could beCome
"

agitated.

Public acceptance of this new social technology may depend ,initially

on whether it is, regarded As a new step toward the "computeriz tion of

our lives" or as a way of "using technology to control technology."-
.

Freliminaty research and testihg could be conducted like any other

research project, and distribution of equipment to communities could

be gradual. _However, it is also possible that the United States could'

adopt cheap education for everyone or citizen Participation in policy

formation as a national goal comparable to landing a man on the moon

nor building a'snpersonic transport. Such national commitment could

be stimulated by the occurrence of one or more of at least thr

developments.

a. International competition, for example from Japan, could dr ve

the Pnited States to attempt-to establish preeminence in a new

technology which could have an impact on foreign exchange and the balance

of payments. For instance, the balance of payments consideration was

a major factor in the debate over whether to proceed with the develop

ment o' the supersonic transport.

19
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b. If a negative public reaction develops to the formulation of

. . .,.

4 ;
...,,

policy by "eXperts",and"bureaucrats" or by the "most important people"

of a city, citizen sampling simulations could become a response to this

criticism.

c. Further increases in the complexity and urgency Of domestic

problems could convince the government that improvedecommunication within

society is needed. John Platt [12] has vividly described the "crisis'

of multiple crises which mankind is now encountering.

4
Questions'of Regulation and Control

If the idea of citizen sampling simulations seems workable after

preliminary testing, some thought should be given to the following quest,

tions before widespread implemenation goes very far.

1. Should the physical equipment for these simulations belubligly

or privately owned or some combination ofrthe two?

2. Should the institutions which write the programs and collect

the responses be governmental agencies, universities, private corpora-

tions, or some new kind of institution?

3. Howshould'this new' Communication's system be regulated--by the

*/*

Federal CommuAications Commission, by a new r.egulatory agency,

or by direct public criticism and the normal legal process as n

4

now are??

y Congress,

spapers

); 4. 'The apprOval of only two more state legislatures Is required

-before a second national constitutional convention is called.

constitutional convention is called, should citizen dampling sim laeions

be made a part of a new kind of governmental process and thereby

a

become



a' means not only .for discussing goals but also for authoritativelyeeetina0

goals? The use of computer - .based educatiT1 equipment,, as a' technology

for the, formal governmental process is not likely to happen until they

public is very familiar with tile equipment and what can be done with it

and is convinced, o£ its usefulness.

POSSIBLE LONG-RANGE SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES
4

4

The remainder of my remarks.will focus on a few of the consequences

..1.--,

which might result if citizen sampling simulations be7rte widespread in

the next twenty to fifty years. All the consequences taken together

would constitute a soci 12 1 transformation'of major proportions: However,

considering the many communications media now available, society is not

likely to rearrange itself around a single newcomer, at least not over

night. Therefore,."the following possible consequebces should be

.regarded as indications of the direction in which society may be changed

rather than as descriptions of asocial system not too far off.

The "National Classroom"

A Conception of Government

° The 'fact that bgth education and government woul4 be using the same

physical equipment suggests that these two social activities would be
1:

brought closer together. Universities might devote less time to teaching

professional skills and more time to developing the Skills ofSdefiniag

alternatives and recognizing relevant supporting information. I addi--

tion, universities might become more concerned with providing general.

as opposed to specialized instruction about the physical and social
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\

,.''
vironment, thus enabling

)
citizens to more accurately eseimate the '

,probable consequences of alternative courses bf action. If universities

were to change in this way, they would certainly become more relevant

to social problems.

\Charles Frankel has s

tion \lave a lot in common.

of goernment because it is the most educational. In this case "best"

ested that democratic government'and educa-

He believes that democracy is the best form

can be interpreted to mean the most stable and just inthe long run'.

The primary difficulty with the "philosopher-king" approach to,govern-

mentAs, what happens when the philosopher-kin dies before a new

-.philosopher -king comes along? It is useful to recall that "information"

is stored in only -one way - -in individual human brains in the form of

specific skills or social norms. Libraries and data banks contain only

symbols which must be interpreted by people. A society run by

-

brilliant and benevolent elite cap be irrevocably set back if the elite

is displaced from power without a similarly skilled decision=making

group takihg over. Another important consideratiAl in maintaining a;

"viable society is that people are moire likely to behave in a cooperative

manner if they feel that they have been consulted in determining social

policies.

During a lifetime an individual's experiences increase his store

,'of knowledge. The same process occura411- a( so iety. The fact that

ions learn by their successes and fa

such as, "Another 1929," "Another Munich, and "No mbre Viet Nacesi!'

indicated by slogans

,

-Of course the lessons of4history are subject to Varyirk interpretation.

Neverth.less, it would seem:that a society should be able to learn from
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.its xperiences and to improve its decision-making\proceduree, just as

the procedures used by individuals have Seen improved by techniques 'Such,

inear programming; game theory, simulation, and systems analysis.

ti

,'On ay'of Improving the learning and decision-making proceases of a

society wou seem to be tb, acquaint, more people more thoroughly. with

the alternatives whi ecision-makers are considering and why they choose

the alternatives they do.

helpful to begin thinking

n order to accomplish this it might be

a national scale.

. .

overnment as an educational activity on

Television has already created the "national classrooM." The

teaching computer offers the possibility of "government seminars" for

those who are' interested. ,The United States of America could be thought

of as a course ii cooperative living withthe'government, the media:

and the universitiet.operatihg as a sott.of aggregate professor to the-

.'iest of tie popUlation. Of course the "students" frequently talk beCk,

to the "instructor," but Chen, seminars (democracies) tendto be more

iriceresting than lectUres (lictatorshi PP). And of course every four,

years the-"students" have the. opportunity to become the "professors,"

which may be a suggestion for the university.

It

Coercion vs. Persuasion

IP

Every organization uses some combination of coercion and persuasion..

group norlins. The Unfleed States is now employing coercion,bm 4to enforce

a verYy7

Asia far more

range of problems. Overt force is being used in Southeast.

than diplomacy; coercion is being used to enforce integre-
',

'tion i;l/the South; and even the universities feel driven to resort to
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force in order to continue fUnctioning. All this is occurring in one

of the wold's most literate nations, a nation having the most advanced

communications technologies. 14rhaps it wdmld be useful to think of

persuasion,as.an alternative to ^coercion. Technology continues to lower.

the cost c producing social chanOby means of persuasion rather than

coercion. Yet there has still not been.a widespread'recognition of the,
. .

fact that our strategies for bringing about social change could be

substantially,altered by makingviise of communicatio equipment now

available and additional 'equ,ipment. which will beCome available in the

next few decades.

Electronic Town Meetings

The impact which computer-based explorations of alternative poll-
,

cies. will have on the distribution, of: public' c ncern with federal,
4

state, and local goternments will be partly etermined by the scale,of
6'

the networks.-built: A nation:al computer-based compunications systeM
. ,

would most likely consist Of a network linking "teaching computers" in

local communities. Each local computer would have its numerous remote,
. .

terminals. Local computerrterminal systems will be available in some 4

communities before a national network of "teaching computers" is operat-'

ing. Consequently it seems probable that this new communications medium

will have a'noticeable effect on local'government before it begins to

affect national government. By providing a means for citizens ecome
- )

involved in/urban planning and policy formation at the loc level,

these- simulatibns might, well increase interest and in lvement in local

government.
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The University as a Stage

Any major social innovation will produce

aortane.e of existing social and politica institutions. If the

20

Political'Conflict

shift- .in the relative

-

computer-based communications centers,

' channel responses to the governme
4

tole of -the university-in soc ety would gtoW. Also, .the function of

,the, university as a plat rm fot social contro rsy.wOUld doubtless

iin. orease due to disagreements over what,afternatives shbuld be presented
. 7

and what the probable consequence,s7Of actions actually are. The public,

when disagreeing,Withthe programmed relationships between clevelopMents,

should be presented with an argument supported by observations madein

a similar situation. The relationships between developments would

probably represent-the.judiment o a group O1 experts,-at least

hich write the programs and

- .

are located at universities, the

initially, and they would be expected to justify their decisions about

probable secondary effects.

TheFederation of Feudal Disciplines

Dealing with complex, real-world problems will require using the.

"knowledgeof many disciplines and coordinating specialized knoWledge,
.

not-only for-presentation to the public, but also in building the models

used- in the programs. Thus, there, would be a tendency toward the amalga-

mation

. .
,

.a.

of Social theory and indeed toward the building of a mddeliand
,' .

,

. presumpbly'id time, a theory describing the relationships between all

pArEs.of the

'trend toward

The expanded

.physical, biological, and social environment. The present

"lb

interdisciplinary research wOuldcertainly be accelera

use of computer simulatiOns_WodlcrincreaSe intere Within

the.social sciences for building matheMatical models.
.
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arpining and "Industrial Democracy"

If industrial corporations were to use

the,plion-management

"employee sampling simula-

hotomy could become leSs pronounced,

/.
ColleCtive bargaining might 'pave to be rethought.

could explore thd.consequences of higher wages

higher consumer prices and lower real income.

together issues Such as whether to manufatture

Workers and manager's

and prices, such as

They could consider

napalm and what p tbentage'

of black employees would be both gocially,jdst and in the best nterests

I

Of the present.employees. .G.-e.ater information'AboUt the social tonteXcontext.

N

and peieinc.e. in playing theAole ci.A.theoPposing part:' might hakp

to reduce flict. However, it is possible that dif

would only be made more clear and.that nothing would

Social Indicators Mill Have an' Impact on pAbies

erences of opinion

e resolved.`

Inequalities among different groUpS in the pdpulation Would be

repeatedly pOinted.out by citizen sampling simulations using social

indicators. Consequently, the bringing,of group grievances to public,

attention could bedome a function'of government or the uniVersities

.e.

just as the resolving of bonflicts is now a function of government.

"Interest articulation" could become aniacti 'ty of Profesiionally

trained people and therefore less of an-ad itional'burden on the indi-,

viduals to whom

these explera

injustice is being done. The "comment mode" used in

ns dould help to restore the right of the individual

to "petition the king." People:whb teed thcomments could be charged

.to act as ombudsmen.

26 r.
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Social.indisettor& *should also help to locate emerging social' prob-

lems before they reach the critii Stage. It is not fikelyj however,

that muclirakers,naing present media would be, put out of. business. They

will have a whole, new social, activity -to

.ncreased use of'social indicators. o articulating group demands

could help to keep lobbyists honest. Indicators the fisting situaw

tion would probably hurt well mobilized minoritiessivah as the Am41,can.

%Medical Association and help poorly mobiliZ'ed, minorities such as Mexican-
.

Americans and migrant workers.

Political Parties MaylBecome Less _Important

If one assumes that political parties are a &octal technology for

aggregating interests, which is required by the fact that:there are a

large number of interests and a small number of candidates, then the

importance of political parties could be reduced by a technology which'

would allow.people to register their opinions of separate issues. With

citizen sampling simulations, a substantial part of/a-citizen's time

. /

spent on political questions would be devoted to specifying h' s hierarchy

tlf priorities or indicating which alternat 'policies hp re r s as

most important and desirabl

er Media Might be eex ined

The concern th public policy fost red by citizen sampling simulq-

tiqns might c, ry over to`the other mecYia. Simply'the discussion

computer-based citizen sampling simulations, even prior' to widespre

/ Implementation, could increase the,growing interest in reexamining the.

`Jeducational, political, and cultural functions of'existing mass
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communications media and their regulatory agencies. It is useful to

point out againthat an implicit national policy regarding the existing.

media Of mass communications already exists, even though it may never

have seen debated-andConsciously decided upon.

For example television could be thou t of as an instrument for

education rather than 'for entertdinment. A device which brings the

patent remedy man directly into the flying room could be thought incon-
, e^..

eruous in a society where. many communitiesprohibitdoor tcvdoor selling.

Also, the existing media could be used by each of the many "silent

minorities" to make its case to the rest of the pu lic. Mexican-Americans,

students, and American Indian's are just a few of t1 groups whose views

could be better understood by the public at large.

44"

How Communications Media Affect the Temper of the Times

The present domestic instability and sense of foreboding in the

United States may not be due entirely to a combination of Very important.

social conflicts.. 'Each communications medium existing at any particular

moment'infldences the tempertof the times by selecting-out the kind of

information most suited to it. TelevisiOn tends to select events which

are dramatic ds Opposed to events which are represen ative of the total.

set of. events. This situation produces nu rous 7nsequences. For

/ exaMPle, if a persA wants to be hea , he trieSto make his comments

as dramatic a: possible,. short what can be prOsecuted for inciting

violence A very large number of dramatic events bombarding the senses

.end-gto create a feeling of catastrophic upheava when in fact the

daily lives of most people remain largely unaffected
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Computer-based explorations of future alternatives, in a constant

attempt to be accurate, would try to present both dangers and opportuni-

ties. Discussions about probable secondary effects would tend to select

out,the most persuasive arguments as opposed_to those most flamboyantly

. presented.

Will Anxiety be Produced or Deduced?

The very major change iti social communication- -add decision-making

0 :procedures which wonld accompany the introduction of citizen sampling

. simulations could cause great anxiety in the beginning. However, in-
t,.

creased information and public involvement in decision-Mgking would, in

time, probably reduce anxiety due to unanticipated or unexpected social

and technological developments. By looking ahead the public could

better anticipate the new technologies and thus have time to create

institutions to regulate or eliminate un esirable secondary effects.

'.Greater confidence in society bility to control the c9nsequences of

social and technological developmen s could lead to more open acceptance

of experimentati0 and alternative life-styles.

Enhancin steem

Gre ter involvettent of: the individual in social planning could coqe

tribe' e to self...esteem. Assdmitg that societies change in a non-random

way-- t is, that some "progress" can be discernedi, that the store of

-----krrowledge grows, and that societies tend to become more organized in

terms cif an increase in/ information flow--then one might say that each

individual, simply because he is alive and .contributing to social choicet

is a factor in socia evolution, if he participates

29
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Gov rnance by "Those Who Care"

1t has been suggested that a representative sample' of the popula-

tion might not he desirable, that a "constituency of the concerned"\

might be better than pure democracy; Teaching
N
computers"raise.the

.it.ossibility of granting citizenship in proportion to.involvement. Per-.

haps there is some merit in this-proposal, but card would hp.ve to be

exercised to insure that citizenship was not granted in proportion to

involvement-through 'a particular mediuM. Participating in a citizen

sampling slmultion might be.i's uneOmfortable for some people as march-
.

ing in a demonstration is for others.

t)

A, Technology for Democracy O

As Foreign Aid
r

In addition to the considerable impact whirh citizen sampling

simulations could have on government within the United States and other

industrially advanced nations, the same equipment would seem to provide.

a way fot accelerating the process,of political development in the newer

nations.. If the people of .a nation request it, computer-based eca-
.

tion equipment could be given as aid Instead of tanks and guns. The

device could then be used both for education and for informing peOple

about the operation of their government. It might be desirable to have

some means of reguliation by the United Nations .to insure that the equip-

ment is not used for propaganda or for inciting hostilities between

nations.
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A Shift from Special Interests to Common Interests

People seem to be becpming aware of the fact that the physic-at

world is not "without end" but in fact is very limited. This realiza-

tion has very impotlant consequence's for pblitical theory. Much of the

1

present theory of coalitions is based on the assumption that some con-

flicts are of almot no'concern to a third party. The idea of log.-

rolling--support my bill and I'll support yours--assumes Oat each

partner has no interest in the other person's bill. However in an

intellectual climate in which everything is viewed AZ having.some

impact sc).-4iner or later on everything,else4 the idea of logrolling, 4,t

least in its pure form, breaks down. One 'is forced then to take into

consideration, more than before, which side of the issue will produce

the moss: desirable long-range consequences fora the populationias'a

Whole.

Citizen sampling simulations make feasible the'cietailed considera-

tion of secondary effects both by planners and by the publiclt large

and thereby c uld assist'in arriving at decisions, which serve long-
,

range as well 'short-range interests.
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